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I . A perfectly spherical astrophysical body of unifbrm mass density has an acceleration due

to gravity go on its surface. Extra-Terrestrials modify this object by making one of three

types of cavities as illustrated.

In the 3 cases shown. compute the acceleration due to gravity at the center of the original

sphere (0) in each of the three cases. Express your answer in terms of go.

A spherical hole whose diameter is the radius of the sphere, at the center of the

sphere;

A spherical hole whose diameter is the radius of the original sphere, with the hole

just extending to the surface;

Half of the sphere is removed, leaving a perfect hemisphere.

Origirurl
Splrcrc

(a)

(b)

(C)
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2. Consider a ball of mass m attached to a spring with spring constant & and the other end of
the spring fixed (by a "pivot"). The tength of the spring is negligible when it is not

stretched. Ignore gravity and special relativity in this problem. Assume that this is a 1D

problem and that the mass is free to move along the x-axis in either direction, without

hitting the pivot.

(a) Assume that the ball is originally displaced by an amount x6 from the pivot
(which sits at the origin), and then released at time t = 0.

What is the position of the ball as a function of time? What is the total energy of
the ball? Is it conserved?

Now suppose an observer moving with constant speed uo in the positive z-direction
observes the motion of this ball. (At time t = 0, the pivot is also at the origin of this

observer's coordinate system.) The kinetic energy (T') and potential energy (U') of the

ball, as seen by this observer, are given by

T′ (3)=

υ′(ι)= (1/2)た″:

Note that the total energy ofthe ball, as seen by this observer, is not conserved. Do part

(b), (c), and (d) below to reconcile this result.

(b) Now assume that the pivot is not fixed, but instead is free to move. The pivot has

mass M >> m, and the only force acting on the pivot arises from the spring.

Again, the ball is displaced from the pivot by 26, and released at time t = 0.

What is d(t), the displacement of the ball from the pivot as a function of time?

What is the total energy in center of mass frame? Is it conserved?

(c) An observer moving with constant speed us (with respect to the center of mass) in
the positive z-direction observes the motion ofthe balt. At time t = 0, the center

of mass is also at the origin of the observer's coordinate system. Find

x'o(t) and r'p(t), the position of the ball and the position of the pivot, with

respect to the origin in the observer's coordinate system, as a function of time.

Find the kinetic energies of the ball and olthe pivot, as seen by this observer, as a

function of time. Is the total energy of the ball and pivot, as seen by the observer,

conserved?

(d) Consider the limit as M/m --'r co. Explain how your results from part (c) are

reconciled with the case where the observer is moving but the pivot is fixed.
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3. Consider the reaction

T+proton)proton+zo,

where the rest mass of the proton is 938 MeV/c2 and that of the z0 is 135 Mevic2

(a) If the initiat "target proton" is at rest in the laboratory, find the laboratory

threshold gamma-ray energy for the reaction to proceed.

(b) Now assume that the proton is no longer at rest and instead moving

relativistically. The isotropic 3 K cosmic black-body radiation has an average

photon energy of 10-l eV. Consider a head-on collision between a relativistic
proton and a photon of energy l0-3 eV. Find the minimum proton energy (in

GeV) that will allow this reaction to proceed.

(c) How far does a n0 meson with an energy of 10le eV travel before decaying
(The n0 lifetime is 8.4 x 10-r7 seconds) ?

(Hint: Use 4-vectors to simpli$ calculations. What is the length of the energy-

momentum 4-vector ? For 1 >>1, assume p =l)
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4. Considerauniform rectangularblockof dimensions: ax bx c witha> b> c and atotal
mass M.

(a) Find the principal axes ( Ar,Ar, andOr) of the rotational inertia tensor about the

center of mass and the corresponding principal moments ().r,).r,1.,). Label the

principal axes such that )"r<).2<)"rand indicate 0r,0r,andEron the diagram.

Express Ar,Ar,lrinterms of M, a, b, and c.

Suppose you toss the block up with an initial angular velocity given by:

a(t : 0) : aro6r(t: 0)+ orrar(t= 0) with oro)) rro. ir(t = 0) and 0r(t= 0)denote

the initial orientations of the body axes with respect to the inertial frame axes.

Assume there is no air-resistance, and the block is acted on only by the Earth's

gravity. Find the subsequent ar(t) and ro.(t) in the expression

@(t) = ar, (r)6, (r) + a4$)A rG) +a;r (r)43 [r) .

You may make the approximation that ar,(t)=orr. If your answer involves

11,12,A3, there is no need to substitute the explicit expressions from part (a).

(Hint: You may find the following identities useful: $ = O ^ dA" dA 
'dt ,rAr,ff = 6r*0r,3 = dx0.r)

(c) Suppose you toss the block up with an initial angular velocity given by:

a(f =0):oro6r(t=o)+corolr(t=0) with arro 11@ro. Find the subsequentarr(t)

and a4(t). You may make the approximation that orr(f ) = @ru.

(b)
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l. The LIGO gravity wave detector uses an optical resonator in each arm of a Michelson
interferometer. One of the resonators is illustrated below. A steady-state, monockomatic
optical field E; with wavenumber k is incident on the resonator, as sho*n on the left. The
steady-state field E is the circulating (intracavity) field just inside the input minor, and the
steady-state field E,. is the total optical field reflected from the cavity. The input cavity mirror
is partially transmitting, with real amplittule reflection and transmission coefficients r and t
defined in the figures on the right, where r2 * t2 = L. The other cavity mirror may be
assumed to be perfectly reflecting.

(a) By considering the superposition of the transmitted incident field and all of the
previous multiple reflections inside the cavity, calculate E in terms of Ei,r,t,
and the total round-trip phase shift @.

Using your result from part (a), calculate E in terms of Ei,r,t, and the total
round-trip phase shift 0. Note that the total reflected field has contributions from
both the transmitted cavity field and the directly-reflected incident field.

Now assume that L = Lo * AI, where 16 is an unperhrbed resonant cavity length and AL is
the perturbation due to a passing gravitational wave, i.e. assume explicitly that

Q = ZttN * A@, where L0 = zkAL << I.

(c) The cavity reflection coefficient is defined as the complex coefficient

rr^u = lrr^ulei{cav = Er/Ei Calculate the phase ry'.", as a function of r and Lrf.
(You may use the small-angle approximation as needed.)

If r = 0.993, calculate the ratio tP,^"/A0. Since A@ is the perturbed phase shift of
the reflected field in the absence of the input cavity minor (i.e. LIGO without the

resonators), this ratio (>> 1) is the purpose for including the resonant cavities in
the LIGO interferometer.
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(b)

(d)

F ---.. L=4km ,l
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2. The wire used to create the circuit in the figure below has total length L, a circular cross section
with radius a, and resistivity p. As shown in the zoomed-in region, there is a small gap of
length d in the wire. Treat this gap as a parallel plate capacitor.

d
<t--------+

n,b,, Uppcr flgurc lr not to rcalel You mly .ssurnc d << a.

Assume the emf turns on at time t = 0 and the plates of the capacitor are initially
uncharged. Calculate the electric field in the gap between the two ends of the wire for
times t ) 0. You may assurye that any electric field is confined to the space in the
gap and ignore any fringing fields zurd the contribution to the electric field from the
time-varying magnetic fi eld.

Calculate the magnetic field in the gap at a distance r away from the axis of the
cylindrical wire.

A small rectangular loop of wire of width w is placed in between the gap, a
distance s from the central axis of the wire, as shown in the figure on the right.
Calculate the_magnitude of the induced emf, e1n6, in the small loop. What direction
does current flow in the loop?
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3. An electron is released from rest at a large distance re from a nucleus ofcharge
Ze and, then "falls" toward the nucleus. For what follows, assume that the
electron's velocity is such that u << c and that the radiative reaction force on the
electron is negtigible.

For an accelerating electron with velocity p c, the electric field at retarded time
t'= t - R/c, where R is the distance from the electron and n is a unit vector
pointing to the observer measuring the field, is given by

n×
(n~× 方)
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What is the magnitude and direction of the corresponding B fietd given
the magnitude and direction of the E field?

What is the direction and magnitude of the Poynting vector?

What is the angular distribution of the emitted radiation from the
electron with respect to its direction of acceleration?

R
ret

(a)

(b)

(C)

Nalnc
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4. A thin-walled, hollow. conducting cylinder with radius 16 is concentric with a solid
conducting cylinder with radius ra < rb. Each has length L >> ,t. The two cylinders are
attached by conducting wires to the terminals of a battery that supplies a potential I/. A
solid cylindrical shell, with inner radius r, and outer radius R < rb, made of a material
with dielectric constant K, slides between the conducting cylinders, as shown in the
figure below. By changing the insertion distance x >> rb, we can alter the capacitance
seen by the battery and theretbre alter the amount ofcharge stored in this device.

Dielectric

(a)

(b)

(c)

Determine the capacitance as a function ofx.

Find the electric field inside the dielectric filled area, radially outside the
dielectric filled area and inside the area where dielectric was not inserted.

If we disconnect the capacitor from the battery, when the insertion distance is
.r and with the charge stored at that position, and keeping it insulated, find the
force F acting on the dielectric material pushing it turther inside the cylinder.
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1. Two spin -] particles X interact via a spin-dependent porential u = g +F f, *h.."

g and p are constants, r is the spatial separation between the two particles, and

f, and.$ are the spin operators for the two particles.

Compute !-,^^-^ *rXX scattering in the center of mass sl-stem.' dcos e

Assume the X beams are unpolarized, and work in the lowest Bom approximation.
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Consider the following potential energy step with a beam ofparticles incident from the

left.

ソ(χ )
x<0
x)0=|′

。

(a)

(b)

(c)

Calculate the reflection coefficient for the case where the energy ofthe incident

particles, E, is less than the height ofthe potential energy step.

Calculate the reflection coefficient for the case where the energy ofthe incident

particles, E, is greater than the height ofthe potential energy step.

Sketch the reflection and transmission coefficients versus the ralio E/Vo and

comment on the result.

v (x)
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3 The cosmic-ray eKperiment GAPS uses an identification technique where an antiproton
(Z - -1,m, = 0.9386eV), or an antideuteron (Z = -l,ma = 1.876GeV) replaces

all shell electrons in silicon atoms. The resulting exotic atoms are initially highly excited

and go though deexcitation processes that result in a complete depletion of all other

electrons. As a result, the original silicon nucleus (Z -- L4) is surrounded by only the

captured antiparticle. The combined object can be treated as a hydrogen-like ion.

Deexcitation happens through ladder transitions from the initial excited state to the

ground state. These deexcitation transitions are characteristic for the captured type of
antiparticle.

Electron mass: me = 5LL keV
Proton mass: mp = 938.3 MeV

(a) The wave function of the ground state ofhydrogen and hydrogen-like ions is
described by:

3

Ψ(r)= ÷(角)' CXp(― 舞),

with ae being the Bohr radius and Z the atomic number. Calculate the probability
P(r) for an electron to be at distance r to the nucleus and determine the most
probable distance.

How does the most probable distance of the electron to the nucleus of hydrogen
and a silicon ion Si13+ compare? Find the ratio of the two cases.

The energy En ofan electron in a hydrogen atom is given by:

E・ =一 ;言 (f告)争 =

(b)

(C)

136θ′

With n denoting the energy level. Modify this formula to describe the n-th level
of the antiparticle-silicon nucleus ion. Estimate the excitation level for the two
cases where and antiproton or antideuteron replaced an electron in the ground
state. Assume that the silicon nucleus has a mass of 28 . m, .

For the GAPS experiment specific ladder transitions are particularly relevant.
Calculate the energies for the ladder transitions 9 -+ 8, B J 7, 7 --+ 6, 6 --+ 5
for antiproton and antideuteron capture. Interpret these transitions by commenting
on the energy resolution that GAPS should achieve to discriminate between all of
these different photon energies.

れ
2

(d)
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4. Consider a lD quantum harmonic oscillator with time-independent Schrddinger equation:

I

,l-1p2 
+{mtox)llV= EV

(a) Write the Schrddinger equation in terms ofthe operators:

(b) Calculate the commutators la,a'1 and lH ,a1.

(c) Using parts (a) and (b), show that the allowed energy levels a.e 1, + l1fia,l *here'2'
n is a non-negative integer.

Hint: Compute LH,dln) *here ln) is the nth eigenstate.

(d) For a 3D isotropic harmonic oscillator (same ar for all three dimensions), the

allowed energy levels are ln,+n,+n,*J]n, *r,.r. n,, n",and n- arc

non-negative integers.

What are the degeneracies ofthe ground state and first two excited states?

′

α=標卜+場 J mdが‐標トー鳥」
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l. A gasoline engine takes in L.61 x 104J ofheat and delivers 3700 J of work per cycle.

The heat is obtained by buming gasoline with a heat of combustion of 4.60 x 104 J/g.

(a) What is the thermal efficiency?

(b) How much heat is discarded in each cycle?

(c) What mass of fuel is bumed in each cycle?

(d) Ifthe engine goes through 60.0 cycles per second, what is the power output, in

horse power (746W)?
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At a given pressure (p) a substance can co-exist in both the gas phase and liquid phase at
a certain temperature (Q. The relationship between p and ?" for co-existence is called the
co-existence curve.

(a)

(b)

In general as pressure increases, does the tiquid-gas co-existence temperature

increase or decrease or stay the same?

Derive the slope of the co-existence .u*., 4I , at a given p and T in terms of
dp

known parameters of the subslance in the gas and liquid phases such as volume

per particle (ve,vr), entropy per particle (ss,sr), energy per particle (er,e,).

These parameters are functions ofp and 7i

Suppose initially a system composed of N particles is entirely in the gas phase in a
volume (l/), at pressure (p) and temperature (Q. Further suppose that the (p,7) is

on the co-existence curve. One can convert the gas phase to the liquid phase at

constant pressure and temperature by compressing the gas slowly and allowing
heat to exchange with the environment. Find the amount of work ( l/) done on the

system to convert completely from the gas phase to the liquid phase. Again

express your answer in terms of the known parameters of the substance in both

phases.

Find the amount heat (Q) transferred in or out ofthe system during this process.

There is an inequality between the magnitudes of the work and heat, lA & @l due

to physical nature of the gas and liquid phases of any substance. Find that

inequality.

(C)

(d)

(e)
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3. For a photon gas inside volume Z:

Part IIB     Namc

δ
可
．”

〓ω (1)

(2)

(3)

たω
i

υ =Σ :θ

器
_1

F = たBr Σ〕:ι.(1-θ :多→

where al; is the angular frequency of the ith mode and 6 is a constant of proportionality
with units of velocity.

(a)

(b)

(C)

Show that the radiation pressure is f = lf .

Blackbody radiation fills a cavity of volume V.The radiation energy is:

Il (V ,T) - qVT4 where 4 is a constant with units "f # . Consider an isentropic

(reversible, adiabatic) expansion of the cavity. Derive the relationship between Z
and T for this expansion process.

The Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) can be treated as a
blackbody. When the universe became totally transparent, the temperature was

3000K with a radius R1. Currently, the CMBR has a temperature of 2.7K.
What is the current radius of the universe in terms of R1?
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We will consider the thermodynamics of the early Universe. When the temperature of
the Universe was around a t - I MeV G= kBT), the Universe effectively consisted of a
gas ol photons, electrons (spin-l/2) and positrons (also spin-l/2) in thermal equilibrium
with each other and with the baryons (mostly hydrogen). You may assume that the

photons, electrons and positrons are relativistic, but the baryons are non-relativistic. The

neutrinos (also spin-1/2) are at the same temperature as these other particles, but have just

decoupled lrom them.

(a) Find an expression for the average energy density olphotons, as a function ofthe

temperature r.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Repeat part (a) above, but this time for the electrons and for the positrons.

Find the total entropy density of the entire system (electrons, positrons, photons

and baryons). Note, you may assume that the non-relativistic baryons have

negligible entropy.

As the Universe expands and cools down, the electrons and positrons annihilate

away to photons, leaving a gas of photons coupled to the much smaller number of
baryons and remaining electrons. Assume that this process is essentially adiabatic.

At the end of this process, find the ratio ofthe temperature of the photons (rrl) to

that of the neutrinos (rr). Note, the neutrinos have already decoupled, and are

thus unaffected by electron/positron annihilation.

Hint: You may find the following information useful:
x3 ft4

Jo dx 
"r-r= G
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